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Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) fall within the diffuse family of
the “non-”, including non-state actors more broadly. 1 As observed astutely,
“[a]ny attempt to define NGOs in positive rather than negative terms is
problematic, beyond the observation that they tend to be private citizens’
groups established to further certain common objectives of their members.
The objectives pursued by NGOs differ considerably.” 2 Neither market nor
state, the third space inhabited by these types of organizations defies
attempts at positive articulation, at least within the state-centric rubrics of
international law or international relations.
This famously amorphous negative domain thus requires further
specification, if only to make better sense of its many moving parts. In his
book, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, HUMAN RIGHTS AND
DEVELOPMENT: THE ROLE OF NGOS AND SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS, Duncan Matthews, a Professor of Intellectual Property
Law at Queen Mary, University of London, achieves this necessary
particularity by exploring the impact of NGOs within global intellectual
property (IP) regimes. Further narrowing the inquiry, he focuses on “public
action NGOs” engaging in “non-governmental public action by, and on
behalf, of disadvantaged people and [their] impact . . . in reducing poverty
and exclusion” (p.11). In examining this subset of NGO activity, he
employs three additional analytical frames: (1) the specific IP domain of
public health, contrasted with agriculture, genetic resources, and traditional
knowledge (AGRTK); (2) the relationship of these two distinct IP regimes
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to the typically separate legal domains of human rights and/or development;
and (3) the impact of the relevant NGOs within developing as well as
industrialized states. This last dimension means that this book is the
culmination of an ambitious comparative methodological inquiry―covering
different perspectives not just between NGOs located in the global North
and South, but also among emerging economies that have been major norm
generators through their international as well as domestic IP initiatives.
About a decade ago, the UK Commission on Intellectual Property Rights
(CIPR) issued a ground-breaking report on the interplay between IP, human
rights and development. 3 Chaired by the late John H. Barton, an American
IP scholar, the CIPR analyzed the existing global intellectual property legal
regimes from the perspective of their impact on lesser advantaged states and
populations.
It attempted to bridge the gap between the current
instrumental and utilitarian emphasis within IP discourse and the universal,
natural rights-inflected language of human rights 4 and, in this regard, noted
the contributions of NGOs. In this study, Matthews goes far beyond a mere
nod to these efforts. Front and center of this book are NGOs operating not
only within Geneva-based international IP norm-setting as it relates to
human rights and development, but also within various national contexts
within selected developing countries.
Matthews makes several distinct contributions to the existing literature on
the role of NGOs in global governance. His sustained focus on public
interest NGOs adds much-needed depth to the growing literature on NGOs
generally. He explores the reasons underlying differences among NGO
strategies within three developing countries: South Africa, Brazil and India.
These case studies also provide a common platform for further elaboration
of and support for two widely acknowledged network organization
approaches to this area: coalition-building and framing theories (pp.5-9). 5
And in the course of providing all of the above, Matthews also
accomplishes one important (although possibly thankless) task: he provides
a clear and concise descriptive summary of relevant treaty frameworks and
other legal provisions for both IP and human rights.
Each of the book’s strengths is significant. It is truly an achievement to
have simultaneously navigated so many analytical vectors and technical
intricacies demanded by IP. Yet although descriptively and analytically
successful, the book is perhaps insufficiently critical of its normative
implications. This suggests that a network organization approach to NGOs
may be in need of complementary theories or further development on its
own. Reviewing this book provides signposts for additional possible lines
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of theoretical elaboration useful for the study of all transnational non-state
actors, including the public action NGOs scrutinized here.
Liberally sprinkled throughout this book are sidebars containing excerpts of
significant primary source material. Chapters on public health (Chapter 2),
AGRTK (Chapter 3) and human rights (Chapter 7) can stand alone as
reference tools for these legally and technically challenging areas. The area
of AGRTK can be especially arcane and baroque, consisting of overlapping
multiple IP global regimes such as breeder’s rights and protection of plant
genetic resources by patent or sui generis laws. In addition to these IP
regimes, AGRTK is governed by environmental and biosafety regimes, not
to mention the food security, poverty reduction and sustainability aspects
that are critical to any development focus (pp.52-91). 6 The book easily
clarifies and summarizes these different domains, and moreover provides a
short historical overview of each.
Matthews includes an abundance of material on developing country NGOs
in addition to the more accessible international NGOs based in various
sectors of the global North. With the assistance of Viviana Muñoz Tellez, 7
who is currently a Geneva-based policymaker, he participated in “over 60
interviews with representatives of NGOs, broader social movements,
indigenous communities, and local communities in developing countries,”
as well as their counterparts in industrialized countries (pp.7-8). The
resulting narratives resist essentializing 8 the “South” or “developing
countries” as one monolithic bloc with indistinguishable histories and
motives.
In the public health arena, for example, Matthews describes how South
Africa’s government was pressured by NGOs with roots in the previous
anti-apartheid and gay rights movements, which then turned their efforts
towards a campaign for access to affordable medicines by “[s]eeking
recourse to the human rights principles enshrined in the South African
Constitution” (p.103). By contrast, Brazil’s emergence from dictatorship in
the mid-80s as a result of social movements for democracy led to its
establishment of a universal health care system, including a commitment to
access to affordable medicines. One consequence is that by the mid-90s,
Brazil was one of a handful of countries with a policy of universal access to
anti-retroviral treatment for HIV/AIDS (pp.125-30). However, this policy
eventually collided with the patent protection mandated by TRIPs Article
27, which sets forth that “patents shall be available and patent rights
enjoyable without discrimination as to . . . the field of technology.” 9 To
implement its obligations under TRIPS, Brazil introduced protection for
pharmaceuticals, an area that was previously unprotected (p.129), 10 along
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with compulsory licensing provisions to balance the stronger patent
protection (p.130). The role of Brazilian NGOs co-evolved with the
government’s strong commitment to public health. While local NGOs had
a less prominent role than their South African counterparts in addressing the
initial policy conflicts between patents and public health, they (like the
South Africans) began to mobilize in response to U.S. challenges to these
compulsory licensing provisions and, in doing so, relied on the language of
human rights contained within the Brazilian constitution (pp.133-34).
India’s colonial legacy led to a commitment by its government in 1970 to
exclude from patent protection essential goods such as pharmaceuticals
(p.164). Like Brazil, the Indian government was obligated to modify this
approach in the mid-90s in response to TRIPS. It then collaborated with an
expert panel—not exactly a NGO, but still a non-state actor in the form of
the aptly named National Working Group on Patent Laws (p.166), which in
turn became an institutional locus for public debate on the conflict between
patents and public health. This non-state institution influenced Indian
Supreme Court rulings by pointing out, inter alia, that the new obligations
with respect to patent law could conflict with the Indian constitutional
provision on the right to life (p.167).
Through these and other case studies, Matthews points to both similar and
different catalysts for social movements cohering into NGO activity. In all
three countries, for example, NGOs were mobilized by the TRIPS
Agreement’s insistence on patent protection for pharmaceuticals as well as
the right to health recognized by their respective constitutions. They also
all fulfilled a need for advocacy and assistance in technical subject matter
that may not be easily understood by civil society. But these NGOs also
had differing roles vis-à-vis their governments, based on specific cultural,
political and historical contexts. In weaving together these comparative
approaches to public health and IP, Matthews also gives brief but critical
background to important IP and development disputes, at both international
and national levels. Most of the legal literature focuses on the former,
especially the work of NGOs around the Development Agenda in the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). Of course, Matthews discusses
the Development Agenda (pp.248-50), but does not limit himself to this
obvious international initiative by developing countries.
The primary theoretical framework of this book is fairly straightforward:
Matthews claims that coalitions between NGOs and developing countries
“may provide a counterweight to the traditionally close relationship
between industry groups and developed countries….” (p.6). He also relies
on what he calls the “corollary” to coalition-building theory: “framing”
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(pp.7-8). Using the language of human rights, for instance, NGOs were
able to re-frame the property-oriented, technical and economically
instrumental language of IP favored by industrialized blocs into a more
public interest-oriented and less parochial discourse—one that substantively
impacted IP law and policy-making by and within developing countries.
The result is that IP is now connected more explicitly not just to human
rights regimes but also to the production of other public goods such as
global public health and environmental sustainability.
The book provides much evidence to support the use of both coalitionbuilding and framing as two critical tools used to turn IP towards a larger
horizon of public interest goals. In the area of farmers’ rights, for example,
Matthews traces the important influences of international NGOs on UN-led
initiatives in the area of food security through the language of “farmers’
rights,” which includes, among other things, the “right to equitably
participate in sharing benefits arising from the utilization of plant genetic
resources for food and agriculture” and “the right to participate in making
decisions, at the national level, on matters related to the conservation and
sustainable use of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture” (pp.60,
74-84). On a domestic level in India, the sustained activity of NGOs
resulted in a decision by the Indian government to implement a sui generis
system rather than a patent system for protection of plant genetic
resources—no small victory (p.195). The normative core of Matthews’
comparative approach is an implicit commitment towards greater
involvement by civil society within the often faceless machinations of
global law and policy-making. NGOs may not have the ability to make
treaties but, in partnership with states, they can affect public norm-setting,
interpretation and implementation. The book is replete with concrete
instances of this process. Thus the book’s successes are considerable. It
adds a tremendous amount to our sense of how NGOs operate on the
ground. It is exceedingly well-documented and detailed, and demonstrates
the power of coalitions and framing.
However, the subject matter may have outgrown the existing theoretical
approaches. Social science literature on NGOs dates to the mid-1990s,
around the same time that many of these global IP issues became highly
politicized areas of law. NGO scholarship is dominated so far by coalitionbuilding, network organization or nodal governance theories (hereinafter
network theories), including framing theories. Early work by Margaret
Keck and Kathryn Sikkink from an international relations perspective
focused on “networks . . . motivated primarily by shared principled ideas or
values (transnational advocacy networks).” 11 As they put it, “[w]hat
distinguishes principled activists of the kind we discuss in this volume is the
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intensely self-conscious and self-reflective nature of their normative
awareness. No mere automatic “enactors,” these are people who seek to
amplify the generative power of norms, broaden the scope of practices those
norms engender, and sometimes even renegotiate or transform the norms
themselves.” 12 In this account, the outcome of the policy efforts of NGOs
is assumed without analysis to be laudable. Similar thematic concerns and
assumptions underlie Matthews’ project of exploring public action NGOs.
While successful in predicting whether and how these networks operate
(p.201), 13 network theories of NGOs and other non-state actors typically
omit discussion of accountability, legitimacy and representation. These
qualities are arguably essential to any public policy-making sphere, whether
of states or non-state actors such as NGOs intervening on behalf of the
public in the name of the public interest. 14 The burgeoning number and
influence of NGOs both domestically and internationally, 15 particularly
their influence in the domain of development, 16 make assessment along
these governance dimensions crucial. While one might agree with the
substantive positions taken by many of the so-called public action NGOs
highlighted in Matthews’ book, he neither critically evaluates the scientific
bona fides of their advocacy positions, nor suggests any criteria of
legitimacy for evaluating their impact. In the area of AGRTK, for example,
NGO advocates have been deeply concerned with transgenic technology
coupled with food industry concentration in the global North. 17 However,
some recent academic critiques claim that Northern (particularly European)
NGOs have exported industrialized countries’ attitudes towards
environmental risk assessment to developing countries, without fully
considering possible benefits to the rural poor of transgenic technology
within these countries. 18 While state actors are fallible, so too are non-state
actors such as NGOs. 19 Thus NGOs may have too little accountability for
the human rights claims they make on behalf of others, and moreover may
not be fully representative of those others for whom they claim to speak. 20
And although their expertise may be of great assistance, particularly in
technically complex areas, their legitimacy ought to be measured by the
same evidence-based policy-making standard that is expected of state
actors. 21 This is especially the case where NGOs serve in a co-regulatory
capacity with states, rather than simply an advocacy role as seems to be the
case with most of the NGOs studied in Matthews’ book. Indeed, Matthews
does not differentiate explicitly between the different possible roles that
NGOs play within global IP regimes, ranging from consultative activities
and technical assistance (emphasized here) to engaging in more overt
regulatory strategies (perhaps under-emphasized).
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Even if governance attributes such as accountability or legitimacy are
satisfied, can the value added to the law-making process by NGOs be
justified within a state-centered framework of international law? A global
administrative law framework derived in part from international relations
theory and political philosophy could provide some normative scaffolding
for the assertion of human rights on behalf of third parties by NGOs. 22 It
would also supplement a network theory approach in important ways. One
significant question is whether public action NGO activity is qualitatively
different from the actions of other non-state actors such as
intergovernmental organizations or for-profit firms or any combination of
these and state actors. 23 For example, does the work of these public action
NGOs fill a need not otherwise occupied by other subjects of transnational
law?
A possible, partial answer suggested by global governance theory is that
NGOs inhabit a space opened by simultaneous market and government
failure. 24 Along similar lines, a liberal economic analysis of non-profit
organizations might predict that “N[G]Os produce certain public goods
desired by one or some segments of the society, but not by a majority.
According to this theory, the more diverse a society is, the more extensive
the N[G]O sector is likely to be.” 25 Evidence uncovered by Matthews
seems to provide some support for these views. All extant theories of
NGOs—whether influenced by network, global governance, marketgovernment failure or other approaches—could benefit from detailed case
studies such as those explored by Matthews. What legal scholars can bring
to the table in this interdisciplinary scholarly endeavor is precisely what
Matthews provides: a deep understanding of the law (rather than “norms”
more generally) and a nuanced understanding of how NGOs can affect
different aspects of formal legal regimes. Legal scholars can also illustrate
how raw state power may be tempered by legal institutions and legal rules
around which social movement goals may coalesce through the efforts of
non-state actors such as NGOs.
NGOs pierce the monopoly of states on legitimate political representation.
Despite their location in the terminological realm of the “non-,” these
institutions have contributed constructively and materially to global
regulation of knowledge goods via their linkage of IP, human rights and
development. Professor Matthews has deftly and meticulously contributed
to our growing grasp of civil society actors and their expanding influence
within global legal regimes. This is no minor feat, either for him or the
subjects of this book.
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